THE RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF YAOUNDE II

Mindful of The Constitution;
Law n°2001/005 of 16 April 2001 on the Orientation of Higher Education in Cameroon;
Decree n°93/026 of 19 January 1993 on the Establishment of State Universities;
Decree n°93/037 of 29 January 1993 on the Administrative and Academic Organisation of the University of Yaoundé II;
Decree n°2005/383 of 17 October 2005 determining the Rules Applicable to Universities;
Decree n°2017/318 of 27 June 2017 on the Appointment of a Vice - Chancellor and of Rectors in some State Universities; Decree n°2018/691 of 21 November 2018 on Appointments in some State Universities;
Decree n°2018/692 of 21 November 2018 on Appointments in some State Universities;
Arrêté n°99/0055/MINESUP/DDES of 16 November 1999 Establishing the General Rules Applicable to the Organisation of Teaching and Assessment in State Universities in Cameroon;
Arrêté n°99/0081/MINESUP/DDES of 23 December 1999 on the Organisation of Doctoral Studies in State Universities in Cameroon and most specifically its section 15 (2) which provides that « The duration of Ph.D. studies shall be from six (6) to ten (10) semesters as from the date of first registration, except waiver is given for any academic year by the Head of the University”;
Arrêté n°18/00035/MINESUP/SG/DDES/DAJ of 29 January 2018 on the Organisation of the Bachelor, Master, Ph.D. in Higher Education in Cameroon;
Arrêté n°18/00617/MINESUP/SG/DAJ of 30 June 2018 determining the Rules Governing the Supervision of Doctoral Theses and Masters’ Dissertations in Public Higher Education Institutions in Cameroon;
Decision n°18/317/UYII/CB/R/VREPDTIC/DAAC of 21 June 2018 on the Organisation of Doctoral Studies in the University of Yaoundé II;

The report issuance of commission «ad hoc» in charge of examining student documents in professional Ph.D. at the Faculty of Laws and Political Sciences and Faculty of Economics and Management Sciences of the University of Yaoundé II to deposit in form of final report as from 17 April 2019;

The decision n°2019/459/UYII/VREPDTIC/VRRCRME/SG/DAAC from 30th April 2019 Authorizing candidates previously registered in Professional Ph.D. to apply for registration in Thesis/Ph.D. at the University of Yaoundé II;

The Resolution n°18 of the University Council from 18 July 2019 approved by the Board of Directors in his session from 22 July 2019 bearing the adoption from the Central Register of Thesis of the University Of Yaoundé II;

The Resolution n°9 of the University Council from 20 December 2019 approved by the Board of Directors in his session from 27 December 2019 approving the update from the Central Register of Thesis of the University Of Yaoundé II;

DECIDES AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1: The following candidates classified in alphabetical order and schools, previously registered in “Doctorat professionnel” are authorized to register in Ph.D. at the University of Yaoundé II; as regularization purposes which are:

II. FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCES

1. ELOUNDOU NGAH Eric
2. FOTSO Bernard
3. FOUMANE Hilaire F.
4. MENOUNGA François P.
5. NLIJA ETOUNDI J.
6. OMGBA ATANGANA R.B.
7. TSAFACK DJOUMESSI P.
8. ZANGUE Edouard
II- FACULTY OF LAWS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

LAW
1. BELINGUE AMABAYA Mathurin
2. EBANDA Angilbert Hervé
3. EDOU Emmanuel
4. HAMADOU YAYA
5. HOUAG Théophile Bienvenue Moise
6. TONYE Joséphine Francine
7. KAMAMEN NZEGOUÉ Chanceline
8. KASSE Corine Nathalie
9. KENEMBENI A NWATSOK Edwige Sorel
10. KENNE VIRAGO Léonie
11. MATCHUM KOUGUE Christelle Fanny-Ange
12. MBARGA BELINGA Jean Douglas
13. NANGUIDA Marie Joseph
14. NGO BIHEGUE Sarah
15. NGOM Esther Sandrine
16. NGONO Arlette Laetitia
17. NSOA Philippe René
18. NYA ENDON Marie
19. TOUA EMMA Marie Laure
20. YIMDO SUZY Anitha

POLITICAL SCIENCE
1. ADOURAHMANE DIENG
2. ASSAMBA ONGODO Charles
3. BITOTE André Fabrice
4. EKOUTOU ENGONO Raphael
5. EVENGUE Antoine Marie
6. MAHADIE AUTHMAN Issa
7. MPAY Jean Claude
8. NDALLA Jean de Dieu
9. NDONGO MENGUE Géraldin Axel
10. NGOUMOU Gilbert

Section 2: Authorization for registration according to valid regularization purposes to effectively register in Ph.D. program at the University of Yaoundé II for the 2018/2019 academic year.

Section 3: (1) With a view to finalize their academic registration and administrative and for the need of update to Central Register of Thesis the above candidates are
invited to come to contact with the Department of Academic Affairs and Cooperation thereby providing a progress report on the completion of necessary formalities.

(2) Taking into account the extinction of the authorization to enter as a regular registration, the formalities referred to the above paragraph one must be completed latest the 30th July 2020.

Section 4: The above candidates have to deposit their thesis between the 1st February 2021 and 30th December 2022. After this period, the Rector shall declare the validity of the registrations in the Ph.D program of the persons concerned automatically terminated.

Section 5: The Vice-Rector in charge of Teaching, Professionalization and Development of Information and Communication Technologies, the Director of Academic Affairs and Cooperation, Heads of Schools/Faculties, shall, each on their own standing, ensure the implementation of this Decision that shall be published wherever needed.

THE RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF YAOUNDE II

Copies to:
- VRs;
- Rector’s Office;
- SG;
- DAAC;
- Heads of Schools/Faculties;
- Concerned;
- Chrono/Archives